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s the new editors of ArtSpace, we are
excited to publish its 52nd issue. We look
forward to presenting you with our first
input into the journal, and hope you enjoy the
many more to come.
However, whilst we look forward to the
future of ArtSpace, we must also warmly thank
those who have made the publication what it is
today. It is with sadness that we register Clive
Richards’ resignation as Art Director. He has held
the position for ten years bringing design
sophistication to ArtSpace, recognised by all
members and the wider art world. We should also
like to thank Lucy Ovanesyan for her previous
role as editor. She consistently kept a steady
hand in collating a variety of articles and reviews.
Her next step is a Masters at the prestigious
Courtauld Institute of Art. Your services to LSA
members have been commendable, and we wish
both Lucy and Clive the very best for the future!
We hope our readers enjoy this issue of
ArtSpace, which takes us both locally and further
afield. Local focus touches on recent exhibitions
held at East Lodge, a studio visit to Leamington
artist Simon Cunliffe, and an LSA Young Artists
competition. Outside of Leamington, we take
a look at everything from a contemporary African
art fair to the work of global artist Benjamin
Shine.
We are always on the lookout for exciting
new articles. Please feel free to share your
thoughts on any recent art shows or exhibitions
for consideration for our next issue. We hope that
our members and readers all enjoy ArtSpace.
It has been a very exciting project to work on,
and we hope it proves just as exciting to read.
Wishing you all a very Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year from the editorial team,

ISSN: 1754-9612
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Rebecca Moden Painter meets Writer:
Harry Weinberger and Iris Murdoch
Rebecca Moden has previously
presented during Friday Focus at
Leamington Spa Art Gallery and
Museum, conveying an interesting
look into the intersecting worlds
of art and literature.
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T

he significance of the littleknown friendship between
the Leamington-based artist
Harry Weinberger (1924 - 2009)
and the internationally known
novelist and philosopher Iris
Murdoch (1919 - 1999) has
recently begun to be recognised.
Murdoch’s tireless efforts to promote
Weinberger’s career – including her
recommendation of him to Duncan
Campbell, who became his London
dealer – can be interpreted as an
expression of her gratitude for his
friendship and tutelage, and of her
esteem for his vibrantly-coloured
paintings, which informed and
invigorated her writing. Weinberger’s
impact on Murdoch’s thought
is beginning to receive scholarly
attention, revealing numerous
interconnections between Murdoch’s
novels and Weinberger’s paintings.
Weinberger was a well-known
figure in Leamington. He lived in
a large Victorian house in Church
Hill – the backdrop for his extensive
collection of masks, icons and
puppets – from 1969 until his death.
Weinberger was Principal Lecturer
in Painting at Lanchester Polytechnic,
later Coventry University, from
1964 until 1983. Coventry’s Art
Department developed into the
centre of the British conceptual art
movement during Weinberger’s time
there, although he set himself apart
by his staunch defence of traditional
approaches to drawing and painting.
His paintings express a deeply
personal and emotional reality,
mediated through imagination
and memory yet always retaining
the observed image, fractured into
blocks and patterns of intense colour.
Kenilworth (Fig. 1) is an example of
his early work. More straightforwardly

Figure 4. Opposite: Provence 1
(c.1977-1983) Oil on canvas
93 x 59cm

representational than many later
paintings, it depicts a provincial
street, rendered in melancholy blues
and purples, touched with gold and
infused with a sense of movement.
During the 1960s and 1970s
Weinberger exhibited regularly at
home and abroad, but his work
remained relatively unknown.
His introduction to Murdoch was
a key moment in his career, leading
to his recognition as a notable artist.
Author of twenty-six novels, including
her Booker Prize-winning The Sea,
The Sea (1978), Murdoch was ranked
twelfth in The Times’ 2008 list
of fifty greatest British writers since
1945. Her biographer, Peter Conradi,
observed that Murdoch “had
something important to say about
desire in human life, generally, and its
relationship with goodness. She could
capture those moments of startled
vision when we see our world without
preconception. She could describe
the ordinary and make it magical.”
Murdoch is also widely recognised
as having an important role in
post-war philosophy: Metaphysics as a
Guide to Morals (1992) is described by
A. C. Grayling as “a significant book,
lambent with insights, intelligence,
and profound concern.” Although
Murdoch routinely destroyed all
letters from her wide circle of
correspondents, Weinberger kept all
her letters to him, which numbered
over four hundred.
The letters from Murdoch to
Weinberger were recently acquired
by Kingston University Archives;
they reveal a dialogue spanning over
twenty years of friendship, centred on
the practice, teaching and morality
of art.
Weinberger and Murdoch met
in Provence in 1975, at the house

of their mutual friends Stephen and
Natasha Spender. Evidently struck
by his ideas, and sensing a kindred
spirit, Murdoch subsequently
pursued Weinberger, telephoning
him, asking to visit his Leamington
workroom, and offering to buy
five paintings. Although initially
Weinberger was embarrassed and told
her that his paintings were not for
sale, Murdoch subsequently came
to an exhibition, purchased some
of his paintings there, and fast
became his staunch friend and
champion. “There is in a rare sense
so little barrier”, she wrote to him in
November 1977, “I feel entirely at
home with you. Do please write to
me.” Their attachment was strong,
yet platonic, and was accepted
as such by their spouses. “You
couldn’t possibly lose my friendship
and interest. Such things become
established forever in some very
mysterious way” Murdoch wrote in
a letter of January 1978. Her letters
repeatedly encourage Weinberger to
retain faith in his work, as in a letter
of July 1979: “I think your paintings
are so good and getting better every
day. […] Damn the ‘cool’ approach.
People turn to it who have no fire,
no especial emotion in their work.
Your paintings transcend these
difficulties.”
The visual arts are integral
to Murdoch’s novels. Paintings
operate as extended metaphors for
the quality of consciousness of her
characters. Colour, light and space
are employed expressionistically,
invading the senses to induce an
instinctive, emotional response in
the reader which influences the way
the novel is interpreted. Murdoch’s
dialogue with Weinberger energised
her thinking about the visual arts;
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Figure 5. Above: Black Snow
(2000) Oil on canvas
77 x 100cm
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they shared views on art and put
them into practice, and he helped
her to explore a whole range of
artistic interests through numerous
gallery visits and discussions (Fig.
2). They shared concerns regarding
standards of teaching in art schools
and the direction contemporary
art was taking, which seemed to
involve a loss of respect for art’s
ability to express truth. In return,
Murdoch recommended Weinberger
to numerous London art dealers and
was eventually successful in placing
him with the Duncan Campbell
Gallery in 1988. She purchased
many of his paintings, including
Aberystwyth, a boldly-executed
painting of moored boats, dominated
by blues and browns; the dramatic
sky and sea of Harbour in Rethymnon,
and a delicate sketch titled Evening
Light, Crete, in which verdant hills
shadowed by twilight rise above a
stretch of azure water. Murdoch also
wrote two catalogue introductions
for exhibitions of Weinberger’s
paintings, in 1983 and 1994, and
played a major role in the promotion
and organisation of two London
exhibitions in the mid-1990s.
She resolutely made time to sustain
the friendship, despite her numerous
other commitments and frequent
admissions of exhaustion in her
letters.
Murdoch’s exertions on
Weinberger’s behalf indicate how
intensely his paintings affected her.
They shared a common identity in
their perception of reality and their
attempts to represent it. Weinberger
obsessively reworked the same
subjects, exploring his relationship
to the world, seeking perfect unity of
composition and colour to capture a
fleeting moment. These images – such
as the boat on water, and the mask –
recur in Murdoch’s novels, creating
an intertextual, cross-referential
system of meaning which adds to the
depth and texture of their work.
Among the paintings purchased
by Murdoch is an untitled harbour
scene, rendered in glowing shades of
red and blue, seen within
(Fig. 3). Murdoch placed this
painting over her writing desk,
making a conscious effort to connect
to and absorb its mood. It “exudes
light at all times of day”, she told him.
The painting depicts two small white

boats with furled sails which drift in
a sunlit turquoise harbour. A row of
pastel-coloured houses overlook the
water. Rocks rise in the background,
silhouetted against a striking red
and yellow sunset. The image
conveys a unique, idyllic moment of
absolute serenity and joy. Along with
Weinberger’s many other depictions
of boats on water, this painting
seeped into Murdoch’s consciousness
and into her novels. Edward Baltram,
the protagonist of Murdoch’s
1985 novel The Good Apprentice, is
presented with a seascape which
evokes Weinberger’s characteristic
patchworks of vibrant colours and
strong outlines. Its transcendent,
visionary quality, bright evening
light and glowing blue-green water
correspond with Weinberger’s harbour
painting. The seascape embeds itself
in Edward’s consciousness, becoming
a private icon for him in the way that
Weinberger’s paintings functioned
for Murdoch, providing spiritual
sustenance and meaning.
Murdoch was fascinated by
Weinberger’s colour rhetoric.
The dynamism of Weinberger’s
colours intensifies as the mimetic
bond is loosened, leading him
towards abstraction, although
like Murdoch he always remains
grounded in observed reality.
This dynamism is at the heart
of the interaction between inner
consciousness and the external world,
which Murdoch strove to represent in
her fiction.
Murdoch’s engagement
with Weinberger’s colour-play
stimulates her efforts to convey
meaning through colour in order
to illuminate experience, produce
a truthful rendition of reality and
intensify the moral impact of her
novels. Murdoch’s experimentation
with colour gathers momentum in
the novels of her mature period,
notably in Nuns and Soldiers (1980),
written during the intense early
days of Murdoch’s friendship with
Weinberger when his colour-soaked
images overwhelmed her mind, and
partly set in the Provençal landscape
where their first encounters took
place. Provence 1 (Fig. 4), well-known
to Murdoch, is one of Weinberger’s
many vivid images of Provence,
inspired by the Spenders’ home and
surrounding countryside.

Nuns and Soldiers is full of
Weinberger’s presence and
portrays Murdoch’s comprehensive
exploration of Weinberger’s ideas
about the dynamism of colour.
Weinberger’s late paintings are
bold, sensual statements in which
the brushwork is looser and colours
more forceful, as his desire to retain
the elemental freshness of his working
drawings and to reproduce the
images in his mind’s eye increased in
urgency. The Pump Rooms, which
hosted a major retrospective of
Weinberger’s work in 2003-04, hold
several of these paintings, including
the haunting Black Snow (Fig. 5).
“Harry Weinberger achieved an
extraordinary unity between colour
and imagination in his paintings, a
skill that he developed slowly over an
independent career of more than 50
years” stated his obituary in
The Times. He achieved considerable
commercial success, but it meant
less to him in later life, as did public
opinion. Murdoch’s unwavering
encouragement undoubtedly gave
him confidence to remain faithful
to his convictions, although his
artistic views were out of step with
contemporary trends. She recognised
van Gogh and Matisse among
his forebears, stating in her 1994
catalogue introduction: “His works
relate us to the deep emotions and
profound joys of the early periods
of the 20th century when painting
was a great universal exploration...
when painters adored paint and
worshipped colour, inspired by
passion and controlled imagination
and courageous faith in art.” Current
scholarly analysis of the dialogue
between Weinberger and Murdoch
will open up Murdoch’s novels to
fresh interpretations and revive
critical attention to Weinberger’s
paintings.

.
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Figure 2. Above:
Harry Weinberger and Iris Murdoch
going to the V&A
(c.1984) Pen and ink sketch
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Figure 3. Above:
Iris Murdoch’s Study in
Charlbury Road, Oxford,
with an untitled painting
by Weinberger over the
desk

Figure 1. Below: Kenilworth
(c.1965) Oil on canvas

Susan Rasmussen
How do sculptors see?
Known as a member of Royal
Leamington Spa Town Council,
Susan Rasmussen provides an
intriguing view on the art world
and its products.
21
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P

eople have long been fascinated by
the idea that sculptors sense the world
differently from painters. This was the
case for me, when talking with Ken Ford,
as I was often struck by the language he
used to describe his art and other sculpture.
For example, when he described seeing the
equestrian statue of Marcus Aurelius in
Rome, he repeatedly sounded his chest by
hitting it with his fist saying: “I saw it was
hollow”. It was as though he was describing
a reaction that wasn’t just visual but felt with
his whole body.
Ken Ford (1930 - 2018) was devoted
to making landscape a fitting subject
for sculpture, often taking his native
Leicestershire as a starting point. He made
brief pencil sketches, a first attempt to capture
what he found visually ‘intriguing’, and after
a fallow period they were re-examined for the
potential to be developed further. From these,
he would make small clay maquettes. Like his
two-dimensional sketches, Ford often used
to put his maquettes aside for an indefinite
period so that “when I come back to it, it’s as
if it’s less mine. I have lost familiarity with it
and can see it afresh. Then if it’s to go on, the
really hard work starts…” The most promising
clay maquettes were cast in bronze before
moving on to modelling the full-scale piece.
Long before he was a sculptor or won
the Prix de Rome, Ford saw reproductions
of Samuel Palmer’s work. As Ford indicates
“The first artist I was passionately in love with
was Samuel Palmer. I begged my parents to
give me a book - I pored over it… I was 17
and just starting at art school.” Palmer spent
significant periods trying to communicate the
sense of wonder around by the landscapes of
Shoreham, just as Ford remained intensely
moved by the countryside of his native
Leicestershire. Even as a teenager, Ford found
Palmer’s depiction of the volumetric one of
the most arresting aspects of the painter’s
work, claiming a result of this early inspiration
was his bronze sculpture, Dialogue of the Winds
(Fig. 1), which represents a tower on a hill set
between two woods.

This piece became the culmination of what
turned out to be a series, showing progression
from a two-dimensional sketch to a work of
art that satisfied Ford’s desire for dynamic
expression of an imagined landscape.
First in the series was Church Langton
(Fig. 2), inspired by the Leicestershire village,
whose features would be recognisable to
anyone familiar with the area. The sketches
were made after he observed the village from
its perch on a hill above a long valley, as he
drove to and from work each day. There was
“something about the configuration of tower,
hill, fields and trees” that drew him so much
that he knew he had to make a sculpture with
the view as the starting point, although the
precise appearance of the finished work was
not apparent to him. His intention was to
“create a sensuous relationship between the
various elements that were already present
in the landscape… I had a lot of fun with the
way one could get small movements in the
tree form…

Figure 1. Below:
Ken Ford
Dialogue of the Winds
(1985) Bronze
86 x 52 x 28cm
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I like the contrast between the fast lines of the
ridge and furrow field on the left and the slow
movement of the unmarked expanse of field
on the right.”
Later, using his characteristic method,
his two-dimensional sketches were used to
guide the making of the clay maquette.
The result had an exaggerated rake to the
hillside: in effect Church Langton showed a
version of reality that was compressed, front
to back. One might say that in choosing
that flattened version Ford was showing not
only his direct inspiration from the threedimensional landscape but the lingering
influence of his two-dimensional sketches.
Ford had decided opinions when
it came to the display of his work. It was
vitally important to him that his sculptures
were literally “seen in a good light. Three
dimensions are only revealed by light
reflecting off their surfaces… when it comes to
exhibiting sculpture, of primary importance is
good light. Sculpture lives through light, while
a painting has its own internal light sources…”
He intended Church Langton to stand at
chest height, with enough surrounding space
so the upper surface, front and sides could
be appreciated from a single standpoint.
Although the rear is less highly finished, it
does have some detail and interest: the whole
is emphatically not a two-dimensional work
or a bas-relief.
The horizon of the upper, organic
shapes of Church Langton is disrupted by an
off-centre, rectilinear form whose oblique

placement causes an abrupt change to the
rhythm of the rounded masses.
The offsetting of the tower is formally
balanced by a diagonal series of shapes
that represent a hedgerow plunging down
a hillside along a sunken lane. The hilltop
trees are slightly drawn back from the tower
to reveal and emphasise formal distinctions,
giving the impression that the tower is forcing
itself forward through the vegetation. It was
the space around the tower that prompted
Ford to develop this further.
In Church Among Trees (Fig. 3), the same
landscape features are repeated, but now the
organic shapes swirl and bulge outwards to
meet the viewer. They are ambivalent and
not so easily interpreted as trees, being less
anchored and regular. They may echo cloud
formations, but interpretation of scale is
confused by the analogue of the hedgerow.
Horizontal, it is suggestive of a recumbent
figure or a pupating insect, making further
interpretations ambiguous. The waves and
irregularities of Church Among Trees imply an
animation that is almost chaotic, tending to
diminish the importance of the tower.
Its purpose is to be solid and stable and a
foil to the movement implied by the organic
forms.
The eye is drawn around the tower in a
vortex; the trees arch over, compressing and
containing the area, while still allowing the
gaze to penetrate the complex spaces through
to, and beyond, the back of the piece.

Features

Figure 2. Above:
Ken Ford
Church Langton (edition of six)
(1984) Bronze
74 x 23 x 33cm
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Ford commented how “[His] main concern
with it was to design space either side of
a tower to get movement, which comes to
fruition in Dialogue of the Winds. The profile
of the left mass against the top of the tower
is quite interesting - I could find the impetus
to work on it further. It seems quite exciting,
the possibility. It’s a question of enjoying the
sensations of the formal arrangements.”
Ford also allowed the bronze maquette
to bear the traces of his physical work,
creating a permanent record of his shaping of
the clay. A hollow on the right records where
a thumb was pressed, adding definition to
the depression between ovoid and rounded
forms. Marks and gouges made by his tools
also remind the viewer that this is a threedimensional object that has been worked on
by hand at every stage of its creation.
The surfaces in Dialogue of the Winds show
even more frankly the creative processes
that were at play when the clay was worked.
In addition to the superficial textures and
striations on the finished bronze surface,
the marks on the central hill are deliberately
retained and indicate direct reference to the
earth itself.
The basic earthbound elements of
a hillside, tower, hedgerow and trees are,
in Dialogue, greatly altered in their threedimensional relationship to each other. The
whirling masses seen in Church Among Trees
have been liberated and defined as clouds

over a landscape. Charged with energy they
rear over the hill. It is that aspect which
Ford refers to as ‘fruition’, as they are the
elements on which the formation of internal
and implied spaces depend; this, however, is
only really apparent in the physical presence
of the sculpture. The two clouds, for example,
are not directly in opposition, but slightly
offset. Photographs can only indicate that
this assemblage stretches apart, creating new
and complex internal spaces. For Ford they
are as crucial to the work as the solid masses,
as indicated by his commentary on how “the
implied movement is held by the implied
triangle [of the tower and the clouds]: the
clouds themselves form an implied movement
created by retraction and extension…
true sculpture is all about implied movement.”
The two clouds that are the subject
of the sculpture are a series of globular,
almost spherical forms. For Ford, the sphere
symbolises life and movement, suggesting
animation through its instability. The sphere
“is a form that develops from a single point,
from the centre outwards. And the mass of a
sphere is all related to a centre, which repeats
itself until it has an external surface… the
expression of an internal centre. The sphere is
the perfect form for ‘movement’. By contrast
the cube is all about surface; it’s synthetic.
It’s formed where edges meet. A sphere is
implied movement in three dimensions,
whereas a cube is static.”

Figure 3. Below: Ken Ford
Church Among Trees
(c.1984) Bronze marquette
23 x 11 x 9cm
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Figure 4. Above: Samuel Palmer
Bright Cloud (reproduction)
(c.1833-4) Ink and watercolour on paper
22.9 x 30.5cm

Palmer loved clouds, often making them the
subject of his paintings rather than adjuncts
to his scenery. Like Palmer, Ford took the
skies as his starting point, “I wanted to talk to
you about Dialogue of the Winds… I sketched
out what I actually saw in some clouds…they
showed retreating and aggressive modes of
movement.” His favourite book on Palmer
contains drawings and paintings of The White
Cloud and The Bright Cloud (Fig. 4). Billowing
and luminous, they seem ready to burst from
their two-dimensional confines, prefiguring
Ford’s work. Palmer, the painter whom
Ford loved instantly, wrote ecstatically to his
future father-in-law, “Nor must be forgotten
the forgotten the motley clouding, the fine
meshes, the aerial tissues,

that dapple the skies of spring: nor the rolling
volumes and piled mountains of light”.
To cast clouds convincingly in bronze seems
impossible, but both the physical evidence
of Ford’s work and his language, “hollow”,
“movement”, “enjoying the sensations”, “fast”
and “slow”, show us that he was always seeing
a four-dimensional component. The clouds of
Dialogue of the Winds truly are Palmer’s ‘rolling
volumes’ that have leapt off the page and into
sculpture.

.

Alison Chantrey
LSA’s 2019 Young Artists’ Competition

Figure 1. Below:
Young Artists’ Exhibition at
Art in the Park Festival

Art in the Park Festival 3rd – 4th August 2019
10
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L

SA aims to be an inclusive organisation
with a vision of ‘Art for All’. We support
artists and promote art to inspire
our local community and we’ve been doing
this for many years through our exhibitions
(and of course through ArtSpace!). Recently
we’ve been putting more time and resources
into working with younger artists in order
to reach a new audience. Notable have been
the Whitnash and Clapham Terrace Primary
School exhibitions at East Lodge, which
created huge interest locally through the
schools and children’s families and generated
fantastic coverage through social and printed
media.
As a charity, LSA must carry out its
purposes for the public good. At the same
time, the Trustees have sought to raise the
profile of LSA’s activities and to attract new,
younger members to help bring greater vitality
to the organisation and to ensure its future.
Therefore, when a Young Artists’ Competition
was proposed it was warmly welcomed by the
Trustees as a win-win-win!
To promote the competition, all the
local schools, colleges and universities were
contacted and a social media campaign
was launched. Using online voting for the
finalists ensured a wide audience as entrants
encouraged their family and friends to vote.
North Leamington and Warwick Schools were
particularly enthusiastic in their embrace of
the competition and this was reflected in a
large number of entries from both institutions
and subsequently in a large number of
finalists and winners. But we’re getting ahead
of ourselves.
To attract a strong field of emerging
artists, the competition included an exhibition
of finalists’ artwork at Leamington’s Art in the
Park Festival, AITP (Fig. 1). This was a huge
opportunity for these young artists as AITP
attracts approximately 40,000 visitors.
Winners and runners-up would also be given
free membership of LSA and there were
prizes for the winners.

Figure 2. Above:
Naomi Archer receiving
her award
Figure 4. Above:
Joseph Watts
Woman in the Deep

.

And the 2020 school exhibition in February
is North Leamington School’s Inspired by
Blooms. We’re looking forward to welcoming
more young artists to East Lodge and to the
LSA.

The Winners
Over 16 - Woman in the Deep by Joseph Watts (Fig. 4)
14 to 16 - Paradise Lost by Sam Bain
Up to 13 - Untitled by Naomi Archer

The Runners-up
Over 16 - Shear, Shale & Sea by Sam Day
14 to 16 - The Lakes by Peter Dobson
Up to 13 - Plastic Pollution by Poppy Hilton
The LSA is very grateful to the competition sponsors
Chrome Yellow Arts, Picturesque Warwick and WH Smith.

Figure 3. Above:
Peter Dobson
The Lakes
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This was clearly sufficient motivation as the
submissions did not disappoint!
Around a thousand members of the public
voted for their favourite artwork over the
AITP weekend at the beginning of August;
many after long consideration and careful
scrutiny of the submissions. It was not an easy
choice! With that many votes, the counting
was a challenge, but a small team was up
to the task. The winners and runners-up in
each of three categories were subsequently
announced at an awards ceremony at East
Lodge, to which all the finalists were invited
(Fig. 2).
But what of the young artists’ experience
of the competition? Winner of the over 16 age
category, Joseph Watts, attended AITP “It was
an odd experience to have my work on display
for many to view… I was certainly fascinated
to hear all the interpretation people had on
what [my piece] meant and how it made them
feel.” He decided to enter the competition
because “I felt it would give me a sense of
independence in my creative pursuit and
allow me to experience art and its practice
beyond the studio.”
Sam Day, runner-up in the over 16 age
category will be using his artistic abilities in
his future career “I have applied to University
to do Architecture as I think this is a subject
where I can use my creativity and drawing
skills to good use.” Sam’s submission Shear,
Shale and Sea was of Sandymouth Beach near
Bude “a place which is close to my heart.”
His fine line pen and painting work was
produced on an unstretched canvas “I wanted
to produce a piece in an unusual style.”
The theme for the competition
followed that of the AITP Festival - water.
This provided an opportunity for 14-16 age
category runner-up Peter Dobson “I chose
to paint this scene because it is so full of bold
colour, and the mountains are shaped really
intriguingly. I also liked the added component
of a reflection which I think brings depth to
the painting” (Fig. 3).
It’s perhaps not surprising that many
of the young people who entered the
competition were not previously aware of
LSA, but it’s rewarding that they and their
family and friends have been introduced to
the charity through this exciting competition.
It’s a pleasure to welcome the winners and
runners-up to a year’s free LSA membership.
Hopefully this is just the start of a lifelong
relationship with the visual arts for them all.
So, what’s next? We continue to build
links with Warwickshire College School of
Art (which has sponsored ArtSpace from the
beginning) - James Fotheringhame,
part-time lecturer, is judging the 2019 LSA
Open Paintings and Illustrations Exhibition.

Dave Phillips
A Visit to Simon Cunliffe’s Studio
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Figure 1. Below:
Blackbird in Jephson Gardens
(June 2019) Oil on canvas board
30 x 25.5cm

W

e all know how important the
studio is to most artists.
Often it is their second home, as
in the case of Simon Cunliffe, whose studio I
recently visited. His artworks were a display
of different views of Leamington Spa, held
together by a lyrical palette of predominately
light greens and blues. There were two
scenes of Jephson Gardens: Lake in Jephson
Gardens with fountains in full flow, caught
in the sunlight; and Blackbird in Jephson
Gardens (Fig. 1), framed by trees, a curved
path with a blackbird, a bench, and a glimpse
of historic Edwardian houses.
This was appealing and engaging.
Another painting, Tranquillity on the
River Leam (Fig. 2), is spatially generous,
complete with a white swan gliding on
the still water. The manner of painting is
Impressionistic with the lightest of touches,
so nothing is defined with any degree of detail.
Colour and texture flow over the surface
creating a poetic mood, and this evocation
is characteristic of Simon’s work. There is
an additional factor, which emerges but is
difficult to define, making the work enigmatic:
it is a sense of loneliness complete with
serenity that is tolerable and bewitching.
Two other paintings have more of a
social dimension: The Parade, Leamington Spa,
with a sweep of a Regency facade framing the
memorial garden and strolling figures and
Bluebells in Christ Church Gardens (Fig. 3).
With the latter the focus is on the flowers
nestling under the trees, a lone figure, and the
suggestion of facades beyond; a scene which
touchingly conveys the attraction of a quiet
view.
In addition, I caught sight of a painting
that surprised me. It was an interior
called Limelight (Fig. 4). A woman in a blue
dress stands onstage, her back to the viewer,
illuminated by spotlights as she sings to a
huge audience, with music emanating from
the musicians below.
Figure 2. Right:
Tranquility on the River Leam
(June 2019) Oil on canvas board
25.5 x 30cm
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It is a vast auditorium, complete with
extensive balconies. The dramatic lighting
conveys the exhilaration, so different from the
serenity of his usual park scenes. What it does
have in common is that sense of loneliness;
highlighted by the neutered crowds and the
lone figure caught in light beams.
These paintings emit a calmness
conveying a message of colour, balance
and tolerance. From the perspective of
an observant passerby, Cunliffe wishes to
represent the world as a beautiful spectacle.
These paintings show the artist’s devotion
to Royal Leamington Spa in his work,
becoming a focal point for his subject matter.
We can expect more observer-oriented
scenes to emerge in the future, although
he has managed to produce a far-ranging
and complex set of work already. It will be
interesting to see how the representations
of the external and the interior world will
play out as Simon moves forward in the
development of his art. There is one challenge
remaining, which I should like to see him
face, and that is to produce some work
on a larger scale.

.

Figure 4. Below:
Limelight
(2017) Oil on canvas board
51 x 40.5cm

Features

Figure 3. Above:
Bluebells in Christ Church Gardens
(Spring or summer 2019) Oil on canvas board
25.5 x 30cm

Charlie Colville
Benjamin Shine: Illuminating the future of
Art and Fashion
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uring my time studying art history,
I have found that I most enjoy
researching artworks which,
in their time, pushed the limits of conventions
within art practice. Whether this be through
material, subject matter or medium, they
encourage contemporary society to question
the potential and function of art. Therefore,
I’ve singled out the works of studio-based
mixed-media artist, Benjamin Shine, with
reference to his impact on contemporary uses
of material.
Shine bridges the gap between fashion
and art, most notably making global waves
in the fashion industry for his innovative use
of tulle. Having studied fashion design at the
Surrey Institute of Art and at Central Saint
Martins, he established his studio in 2003;
but unlike the traditional artist, Shine’s brush
and canvas was translated into the lengths of
tulle he manipulated by hand. The artist has
previously described his practice as “painting
with fabric”. Indeed, when viewing his work,
the soft contours of tulle can be seen to echo
the easy flow of paint.
The ongoing Flow Series
(Fig. 1 and 2) by the artist puts the smooth
aesthetic of fabric to the test through the
creation of female silhouettes; crafting an
elegant cascade of movement that highlights
the still form of the human faces within.
In each artwork, a single length of tulle is
manipulated in order to demonstrate the
notion of “finding clarity out of the chaos”.
Contemplation of the image has the intention
of evoking meditation, serving as the basis
for a commentary on “ideas of energy,
impermanence and the relationship between
the spiritual and the superficial”.

Figure 1. Above:
Within Series Flow No. 1,
Tulle on canvas
50 x 70cm

The arrangements of fabric create floating
shapes and lines, with the bunched
layers aiding in the formation of facial
characteristics. The artwork Within Series Flow No. 1 (Fig. 1) demonstrates how this
composition aids Shine’s focus on flow and
meditation; where interwoven ‘shards’ of the
layered tulle simultaneously fragment the
image whilst drawing the eye to the darkened
outlines of the portrait. Through our perusal
of the intricate lines and tonal shifts, we are
able to make sense of the image before us and
overcome the confusion of fabric and layers.
Figure 2. Right:
Awakening Series Flow
No. 1
Tulle on canvas
145 x 145cm
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Figure 4. Above:
Margiela Coat (detail of creation)
(2017) Hand-sewn black tulle
suspended over white cotton
trench coat

Shine’s work tends to examine how
superficiality impedes on daily life;
a theme which is highlighted through his
methods. The use of tulle, a fabric associated
with consumerism and the fashion industry,
to sculpt his portraits of nameless women
draws upon the need to find sense of clarity
within a society preoccupied by appearance
and monetary value. Whilst the image of a
human face encourages the viewer to seek out
the individualism of the person depicted; the
lack of sure identity echoes the uniformity
of the series. This in turn acts as a parallel
to the uniformity of current fashion trends,
from which Shine attempts to deviate in his
reluctance to adhere to solid forms.
Shine’s work has earned him praise
amongst leaders in both the art and
commercial fashion spheres; leading to
exhibitions in the Metropolitan Museum
of Art and the London Design Museum
(to name a few), as well as commissions
from fashion moguls like Vogue, Givenchy
and Beyoncé. In 2017, Shine made headlines
at Paris Fashion Week for the ghostly visage
decorating a Maison Margiela coat
(Fig. 3 and 4); a feat which took over three
hundred hours to create. Benjamin Shine
continues to make an impression on the
global stage, taking part in exhibitions this
year in Los Angeles and Monaco.

Features

Figure 3. Left:
Margiela Coat
(2017) Hand-sewn black
tulle suspended over white
cotton trench coat

Tatty Culley
Dubious Female Role Models in
Victorian Art and Literature
Figure 1. Below: Sir John Everett Millais
Mariana
(1851) Oil support on mahogany
59.7 x 49.5cm
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Figure 2. Right: Dante Gabriel Rossetti
The Heart of the Night
(Mariana in the Moated Grange)
(1862) Watercolour and gum arabic on paper
27 x 24.4cm

Admittedly, the embroidery is
impressive but frankly, with five
years to complete it, one should
hope so. The “lonely moated grange”
Tennyson talks of is also surprisingly
luxurious. Millais’ Mariana certainly
has it better than Dante Gabriel
Rossetti’s in his painting, The Heart
of the Night (Mariana in the Moated
Grange) (Fig. 2). Rossetti’s Mariana
sits slumped, despondently, huddled
under blankets.
Mariana is, for all her loyalty
and her good dress sense (though
perhaps she owes this to Millais),
not a good role model. Tennyson
seems to specialise in giving us
unsuitable female role models.
Another popular subject with the
Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood, the
Lady of Shalott risks, and ultimately
gives, her life for a man she has only
ever seen the reflection of as he rode
past her window. As with Mariana,
a little more sense of self-worth may
not go amiss. Perhaps, then, let us
look to Tennyson’s contemporaries for
more satisfying female idols.

John Keats’ “La Belle Dame sans
Merci”, again popular with the
Pre-Raphaelites, certainly offers us
a female character with a little more
gumption, however arguably she acts
more as antagonist than protagonist.
A healthy medium would be more
desirable.
Looking to Shakespeare’s
repertoire of female characters proves
more fruitful. Emilia from Othello
is a more suitable role model. She
too exhibits strong fidelity to her
husband, Iago, but when she realises
it is misplaced, she abandons it.
If only Mariana had the good sense
to realise she was better off without
Angelo, she would not have had to
spend five years sadly sewing, as is
the case with Millais’ painting, or
shivering, as in Rossetti’s. Millais’
painting is of indisputable worth.
It is Mariana’s self-worth that is
lacking.

.
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illais’ oil painting Mariana
(Fig. 1) takes its subject
from Tennyson’s poem of
the same name. Tennyson’s poem
in turn takes inspiration from
Shakespeare’s Measure for Measure.
When her dowry is lost at
sea, Mariana is abandoned by her
fiancé Angelo, who then excuses his
dastardly actions by falsely tainting
her name by “pretending in her
discoveries of dishonour” (Measure for
Measure 3.1.240). One would think
she is well shot of the man.
Alas, Mariana does not agree.
Mariana mopes for a while.
We’ve all been there. Then Mariana
mopes some more. For five years she
pines for Angelo, isolated in a moated
grange. We have not all been there.
Moated granges are not so easy to
come by nowadays.
Worse still, Mariana then
jumps at the opportunity to be
reunited with Angelo, colluding
with the Duke in tricking Angelo
into sleeping with her, whilst falsely
believing she is in fact Isabella. The
more romantic among us could
argue her unwavering devotion
towards the undeserving Angelo is
admirable, if a little misplaced. The
more sceptical may question her
willingness to be reunited with him
at the first opportunity, and without
him even desiring it. Undeniably,
circumstances have changed and,
with her reputation already tarnished,
perhaps returning to Angelo was
her best option. One hopes that if
Mariana was living in Vienna now,
less dependent on her dowry and
reputation, she would have the sense
to realise Angelo was not worth
returning to.
Millais paints her during her
five years of moping. It is a beautiful
painting. Mariana stands at her
window, taking a break from the large
embroidery in front of her.

Soolie Burke
Review of the Water Exhibition at East Lodge
Soolie Burke is an LSA Trustee
and Volunteer Manager at East
Lodge and is now set to relay her
experiences with the exhibitions
she has worked with.
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A

s a change from discussing the
backgrounds of our artists, on
the occasion of the Summer
2019 Water Exhibition I will talk about
the diversity of individual artistic
practice. I do not endeavour to belittle
the outstanding talents of those artists
who stick to traditional artistry, but
rather highlight some of the more
unusual creative work presented on
these occasions. The variety of chosen
mediums made for an exhibition
with a kaleidoscope of images and
artworks. These following artists all
exhibited at the last Members’ Open,
with the subject of ‘Water’.

Marvene Baxter
Marvene produced the most exquisite
painting of goldfish (Fig. 1). It was in
fact the goldfish who live in Jephson
Gardens’ own glasshouse, where
they reside in the indoor stream
which meanders through the tropical
specimens displayed there. I recall
being present at the exhibition when
a young boy of about eight years old
said to his Mum, “That looks like
those fishes in the glasshouse.” It was
so realistic; you could almost hear the
running water and see the fish move.
Shallow, clear water is
notoriously difficult to capture.
Marvene has managed to create a
slight shine on the surface, which adds
texture to the water. The fish appear
suspended between the surface and
the bed. The young boy was not the
only visitor to recognise the source
of the image. It was almost photorealism.

Jacky Buckingham
With the same focus on depicting
water, Jacky Buckingham produced
a canvas voted Best in Show by the
general public (Fig. 2).
The outstanding beauty of the
image entranced the public and
many visitors over the duration of
the exhibition were reluctant to
believe that the painting was not a
photograph.
The subject was a suspended
wooden walkway across shallow water
in front of a line of wooden buildings.
Only when the artwork was viewed
at a closer range did it become clear
that it was in fact an oil painting,
not a photograph. To be able to
observe such a scene, understand the
techniques required to portray such a
reflected image and then transfer that
understanding onto canvas is truly
remarkable.

Figure 2. Above:
Jacky Buckingham
Ketchikan (2016)
Acrylics
30 x 40cm

Figure 1. Left:
Marvene Baxter
Reflections on Carp
(2019) Acrylic
48 x 36cm

Figure 4. Right:
Tony Dobson
Untitled
(2019) Encaustic
(hot beeswax on cord)
40cm high
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Namita Panchal
Namita favours organic images,
such as trees, with imaginative
colourways and surreal backgrounds.
A vibrant red tree on a deep, midnight
blue background may sound strange,
but the realised image is far from it.
It is compelling and uplifting.
Her submission for the Open,
Rise (Fig. 3), was quite different
from her usual work. The painting at
first glance recalls Turner’s Fighting
Temeraire. It depicts a fighting ship
coming towards the viewer at full
throttle, but along the Thames under
Tower Bridge! The speed of the vessel
has been captured perfectly and the
indistinct image of the bridge only
makes the ship bolder.
However, within Rise, Namita
decided to add a couple of enigmas:
the addition of a butterfly and an ink
pen. These incongruous additions,
however, somehow add even more
weight to the image. Finally, Nakita
has deliberately painted the ship in a
reverse perspective stance. This means
that no matter where our visitors
were positioned in front of it, the ship
seemed to move with them.

Tony Dobson
The medium Tony Dobson uses is
beeswax and is encaustic in nature
(Fig. 4). He has achieved some
remarkable images, including a pair
of sea horses suspended in seawater
and a tree with branches which reach
the floor. The way the tree’s branches
are achieved is by letting lines of fine
cotton hang from the crown of the
tree and allowing hot wax to dribble
down the cotton, drying on its way,
thus creating nobbles and surface
blemishes resembling bark. Creating
such works with beeswax is truly
astonishing.
Tony uses beeswax, but it is
possible to use other wax sources.
Coloured pigments can be added
either in powder form or by using oil
paint additives.
Since starting on his journey in
2014, Tony has matured and honed
his skill and is now a very
well-respected encaustic artist and
teacher.

Figure 3. Left:
Namita Panchal
Rise
(2019) Oil on canvas
40 x 60cm
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Virginia Murphy
Virginia is well known for her felting
skills. The images she creates are
always unusual with a depth that can
only be achieved by the use of fuzzy
felt oversewn by very skilled hands.
On this occasion, however, Virginia
decided to exhibit a most wonderful
oil on canvas triptych depicting a
bay in Kefalonia, demonstrating her
painterly skill as well (Fig. 5).
Virginia’s felt pictures are made
using either needle felting, wet felting
or a combination of both.
She usually hand embroiders, or
machine embroiders on top of the
picture to enhance the final result,
creating a clarity of image unexpected
with this medium. Needle felting
is a process using barbed needles
to mat woollen fibres onto a piece
of felt. The effect is immediate and
anything which you are unhappy with
can just be pulled off. Wet felting is a
method of producing felt from wool
and other animal fibres. Warm soapy
water is applied to layers of wool tops.
Repeated agitation and compression
causes the fibre to hook together to
create a single piece of fabric.

Julian de Mortimer
Several of our members dabble in the
art of glass picture-making.
The subjects range from mosaic
table-tops, through facial images to
spectacular water scenes (Fig. 6).
Huge, breaking waves showing
dolphins playing was just one of the
spectacular exhibits at the Water
show. It is a glass ink painting on a
background of a suitably coloured
print. The picture is drawn with
either a special glass crayon or traced
onto, say, a mirror. The image is
outlined with lead strips or a tube of
coloured fine liner. Liquid glass ink
is then dropped onto the surface and
smoothed into all the sides. It is vital
that the work is perfectly level to allow
the glass ink to flow and dry evenly
during the 2-day drying time.
The concentration needed is
exhausting, however the result can
be spectacular. Another of our glass
artists, Ray Thomas, specialises in
smaller items, portraying flowers
shaped as a circular mirror or the
image of a fine lady.

Figure 5. Above:
Virginia Murphy
Kefalonia
(2019) Mixed media
Triptych, each 30 x 40cm
Figure 6. Below:
Julian de Mortimer
Dolphins at Play
(2015) Glass ink
55 x 75cm

Sonia Bublaitis
During the Water exhibition an
incident occurred which presented
a difficult situation to solve. Sonia is
well known for her glass panel and
perspex works. Perspex is her favoured
medium, which she then displays
on stand-off screw fixings which
allow the work to be approximately
two centimetres away from the wall,
ensuring that light can penetrate the
perspex from all angles.
However, her exhibit for
the Water exhibition was a small,
circular abstract oil on canvas. It was
positioned on a waist-high plinth on a
small table-top easel. The curator did
not notice that the fixing screw in the
centre of the easel just lightly touched
the rear of the canvas in the centre.

Twenty-four hours into the exhibition
it was noticed that the fixing screw
had created a dent where it had
stretched the canvas. It was assumed
that the canvas was now irreparably
damaged. However, being a
resourceful artist, Sonia consulted the
Internet and found a solution.
Wetting the rear side of the canvas
with a brush, then simply leaving it
to dry made the dent disappear like
magic. Whilst drying, the canvas
shrinks back to its original tension.
Problem solved!

Dennis McWilliams
1-54 Contemporary African Art Fair
Dennis McWilliams is a keen
viewer of exhibitions with a
distinctive outlook on art.
1-54 London, Somerset House, 3rd October – 6th October 2019

Figure 1. Below:
Mary Sibande
They Don’t Make Them Like They Used To
(2008) Sculpture cast from artist’s own body in fibreglass
and silicone, dressed in costumes
Digital photographic print
86 x 130cm
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T

he 1-54 Contemporary African
Art Fair came to London for
the seventh consecutive year,
taking residence at Somerset House
(one of its three regular locations)
from 3rd - 6th October.
This leading international art
fair, dedicated to contemporary art
from Africa and its diaspora, was
a stunning display of one hundred
and forty new and established artists
exhibited by forty-five galleries from
nineteen countries. Fifteen of these
galleries were exhibiting in London
for the first time, and a further sixteen
were African galleries. Touria El
Glaoui, distinguished 1-54 founding
director, businesswoman and author,
opened the fair alongside the director
of Somerset House, Jonathan Reekie,
and artist, Mary Sibande. Some
18,000 visitors came to 1-54 in the
four days the exhibition ran.
The fair hosts a free exhibition
that partners new and celebrated
works from one of South Africa’s most
prominent contemporary artists, Mary
Sibande, which will run through to the
5th January 2020 at Somerset House.
In her first solo exhibition in the UK,
I Came Apart at the Seams, Sibande
presents a series of photographic and
sculptural works exploring the power
of imagination and constructive anger.
Her work demonstrates how these
factors shape identities and personal
narratives in a post-colonial world, as
seen in They Don’t Make Them Like
They Used To (Fig. 1). The exhibition
follows the transformative journey of
Sibande’s alter-ego, Sophie, in a series
of colourful human-scale sculptures
modelled on Sibande herself.
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The series outlines how Sophie
transgresses from humble beginnings
as a domestic housemaid to a
myriad of empowered characters;
transcending racial bias and
marginalisation.
I also enjoyed seeing work
by familiar names such as Nnenna
Okore, an Australian artist of Nigerian
parentage; Yinka Shonibare, an artist
best known for Ship in a Bottle on
the Fourth Plinth and his exhibition
at the Yorkshire Sculpture Park; as
well as Eddy Kamuanga Ilunga and
Alexis Peskine, who I have previously
discussed in Artspace 51.
But amongst many exciting and
interesting surprises, I want to focus
on a few galleries and artists.
The Ubuntu Gallery, based in western
Cairo, exhibited three artists: two
Egyptian artists, Hayam AbdelBaky
and Sahar Al Amir, and a Sudanese
artist called Mutaz Elemam.
Elemam’s work consists of
abstract landscapes and impregnated
still life shapes; all confident in colour
and line. Al Amir has exhibited
worldwide at biennales and festivals
working in mixed media on tapestry
with a high visual and graphic quality.
AbdelBaky, in particular, is widely
collected for good reason.
Her paintings are immediately
compelling with intense colour
and vitality. They shoot off from
classical tradition, featuring vignettes
of contemporary women’s life full
of humanity and quite without
sentimentality. This was not
AbdelBaky’s first international fair,
yet she deserves to be better known.
I have chosen an oil on wood example
from last year, Untitled (Fig. 2).
It features a bride-doll, a common
motif in Egyptian culture and
associated with the belief that Egypt
is Oum el Donia – the mother of the
world.
The other gallery I will profile is
Addis Fine Art, from Bole Medhane
Alem, south east Addis Abbaba.
Each of their three artists merited
fuller mention and illustration.
Tadesse Mesfin is the eldest artist to
be exhibited, expressing a twentyyear age gap with the younger artists,
Ermias Kifleyesus and Merikokeb
Berhanu.

Figure 3. Right:
Tadesse Mesfin
Pillars of Life: My Sister’s Keeper
(2019) Oil on canvas
150 x 110cm

Figure 2. Left:
Hayam AbdelBaky
Untitled
Oil on Wood
75 x 32 cm

.

As a teacher for thirty-five years at
Addis Ababa University, Mesfin has
influenced a generation of Ethiopian
artists. His Pillars of Life series all
feature sculptural statuesque, mainly
female figures, with a mastery of form
and colour. There is a clear reference
to ancient Egyptian drawing and
sculpture; and to my mind a hint of
the ikon, perhaps coming from his
time studying in St Petersburg in the
early 1980s. My Sister’s Keeper
(Fig. 3) illustrates these factors within
the series.
The space for the Galerie
Anne de Villepoix from Paris was a
delight. They showed an Algerian
photographer, American painting
and tapestry and a young Togo
performance sculptor.
An artist of great interest was Aliou
Diack, whose acrylic works were
made with natural pigments and his
own powders. Based in Dakar, Diack
produces ‘bestiaries’ which bring
his rural background to life with
birds, insects and felines hybridised.
Each work tells a story rooted in the
traditions and beliefs of his childhood,
as in Le Taureau (Fig. 4).

Figure 4. Above:
Aliou Diack
Le Taureau
(2018) Acrylic and pastel on canvas
171 x 169cm

Figure 5. Below:
Ghizlane Sahli
Histoires de Tripes 053 (2018)
(2018) Silk threads on plastic and metal
130 x 130 x 28cm
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Everyone was taken with the silk
on plastic and metal sculptures by
Moroccan artist Ghizlane Sahli,
founder of the Zbel Manifesto
collective, as shown by the Primo
Marella Gallery. I have chosen
Histoires de Tripes, 053 (Fig. 5), which
when seen in the flesh gives a greater
experience than the photograph.
As previously mentioned,
Mary Sibande’s I Came Apart at the
Seams will be at Somerset House until
5th January. The other works of art
are still available for viewing online at
the 1-54 website and future worldwide
exhibitions. 1-54 will go on to La
Mamounia in Marrakech from the
20th - 22nd February 2020, and then
to New York on the 7th - 10th of May
2020.
Permission for the use of the
images in this article was kindly
provided by The Ubuntu Gallery,
Addis Fine Art, Galerie Anne
de Villepoix and Primo Marella
Gallery.

Charlie Colville & Tatty Culley
present the November Exhibition at East Lodge:
Luiza Grabda, Chan Uppal and Alastair Gamble
The exhibition at East Lodge this autumn has provided its visitors with a brilliant
display of artistry - from warm domestic interiors and haunting shipwrecks, to graphic
car models and lonely staircases. The talent on show was worth risking the floods that
threatened Leamington earlier this November!
LSA East Lodge Art Gallery, Jephson Gardens, Leamington Spa, 23rd October – 17th November 2019
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Luiza Grabda
Luiza Grabda’s selection of works on
display at East Lodge is an eclectic
assortment. Repeated themes include
greyhounds, stairs, shipwrecks, eggs,
doors, candles. The preceding list
seems more like an exercise in free
association than the themes of an
artist’s oeuvre. However, repeated
motifs and echoing of signature
colours makes for an interesting and
united display.
Game Room (Fig. 1) is a
particularly striking work. The small
painting shows a room transformed
into a vast chess board. The blue
and white chequered floor tiles play
host to three white chess pieces.
One lies on its side. The painting is
disorientating. The chessboard floor
extends up one wall. Dark red paint is
splattered across the panel.
This is a wonderland-esque world
where boardgame meets real life.
We can see two open doors on the
opposite side of the painting, but we
cannot see what lies behind them.
One emits a warm yellow glow, the
other a cool blue light. This picks up
the limited colour palette of the tiled
floor.
Holy Chest (Fig. 2) is a much
larger painting. The same blue
and cream tiled floor features in
this work too. What we are told is
a sacred chest occupies the centre
of the composition, crowned with
two candlesticks. Two lemons lie on
the floor. Here, with the domestic
setting rather than dreamlike fantasy
game world, the tiled floor recalls
the paintings of Vermeer. Grabda’s
signature rich dark blue with the
striking yellow of the lemons is also
oddly reminiscent of his work.

Figure 1. Left:
Luiza Grabda
Game Room
(2019) Oil on canvas
Figure 2. Lower left:
Luiza Grabda
Holy Chest
(2019) Oil on canvas

The candlesticks also feature in Table
(Fig. 3), which also features eggs.
The painting shows a table, covered
in a white tablecloth, with a singular
candlestick and a bowl with two eggs.
Impasto is used in this work to convey
the texture of the tablecloth. This is,
I believe, arguably her most successful
work. The perspective is intentionally
wrong. The side of the table closest
to us is painted as if viewed from the
side, however the table-top is viewed
as if we are standing looking at it
from above with a higher perspective.
The result is oddly satisfying.
Luiza’s works are startling.
Her colour palette is consistently
successful, and her signature use of
rich blues and yellows is arresting.
Her handling of oils is also impressive
and her use of impasto for Table is
particularly effective.

Figure 3. Below:
Luiza Grabda
Table
(2019) Oil on canvas

The minimalistic concept against
such intricate features makes Chan’s
artwork something incredibly pleasing
to view, as they invite the viewer to
examine the individual characteristics
of each car and fully appreciate the
craft that has gone both into the
artwork and the model.
As mentioned, splashes of
colour are a core theme of Chan’s
work, and VW Beetle (Fig. 6)
both conceptually and literally
demonstrates this. The fluid
spattering of bright green paint
launches the Beetle towards the
viewer, giving the image a great sense
of energy and movement.

Figure 4. Above:
Chan Uppal
VW Campervans
(September 2019) Acrylics
15 x 15cm
Figure 5. Right:
Chan Uppal
VW Campervan Orange
(June 2019) Acrylics
54 x 54cm
Figure 6. Right:
Chan Uppal
VW Beetle
(July 2019) Acrylics
53 x 43cm

Overall, the selection of Chan’s work
on display was fun and exciting- and
of course very appealing to those who
share a love of cars!
Chan also runs a not-forprofit organisation, The Art Skool,
which encourages creativity for
children in schools. Workshops run
on Wednesdays during school term
time. For further information, please
check Chan’s Facebook page or email
charanjituppal@hotmail.com
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Chan Uppal: Car Art by Chan
Chan Uppal posed an intriguing
contrast with the other artists on
display. Unlike the homely interiors
by Gamble, or the vivid textures in
Grabda’s work, Chan depicts sleek
cars using a vibrant colour palette.
A self-confessed ‘petrolhead’,
Chan’s artworks develop his passion
for all things automotive through
carefully detailed studies of car
models. As a result, the exhibition
of Chan’s work demonstrates skills
in draughtsmanship, as well as a clear
appreciation for the craftsmanship
of the car itself.
Chan’s cars are exciting images
of contemporary Pop culture; a clear
celebration of society’s achievements
in the automotive industry.
In focussing on a subject associated
with the consumer market, elements
of Chan’s artworks become
reminiscent of Andy Warhol and other
Pop artists of the 1960s. This is the
case for his series of VW Campervans
(Fig. 4), where the reproduction of
recognisable, popular images echoes
the multiplicity of Warhol’s screenprints. However, Chan creates his
own autonomous identity through
replication of intense detail and his
unwavering muse.
The attention to surfaces in
Chan’s artworks is also of note;
enhancing the representation
of the sleek material metal on
each car. In his depiction of VW
Campervan Orange (Fig. 5), small
details are enhanced; as seen in the
headlights, where a house is carefully
embedded in the glass’s reflection.
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Alastair Gamble
The cosy and familiar domestic
interiors by Alastair Gamble provide
a calming contrast to the other artists
on display. The overarching sense
of comfort prevalent throughout his
work helps to draw the viewer in
and often leaves them in a state of
contentment- similar to the feeling of
coming home after a long time.
This is the case in Hall Openings
(Fig. 7), where the viewer can almost
physically feel themselves standing
within the hallway before them.
The suggestion of the tiled floor, as
seen in Grabda’s work, is reminiscent
of the Dutch artist Vermeer; another
painter who was quite fond of
depicting domestic spaces! The
quotation of such a recognisable artist
lends the painting an even greater
depth of familiarity - not quite the
same as what we have seen before,
but still a welcoming sight. Spring
Longing (Fig. 8) similarly highlights
this feeling of home.

The large windows illuminating the
room convey the sensation of warmth,
with the sunlight filtering onto the
carpet below echoing memories of
lazy summers and afternoons.
Alastair notes how “In most of my
paintings I am keen to create an
atmosphere of mystery, through the
use of light, space and depth, and
to allow the viewer to question what
stories and narratives might lie within
the fabric of the building and its
ornaments.”
I find that I can mostly envisage living
in these interiors myself!
Alastair’s paintings can also
remind us of home beyond the
domestic interior, as seen with
Jephson Memorial (Fig. 9).
These familiar views of Leamington
remind us how home is not only
associated with the house we live
in, but also the community we are
part of. Alastair is currently open for
commissions.

Figure 7. Top Left:
Alastair Gamble
Hall Openings
(2018) Oil on canvas
64.4 x 46.9cm
Figure 8. Above:
Alastair Gamble
Spring Longing
(2019) Oil on canvas
46.3 x 33.9cm

Figure 9. Below:
Alastair Gamble
Jephson Memorial
(2018) Oil on canvas
46.3 x 33.9cm

The LSA members gallery
curated by Clive Engwell

Figure 1. Below:
Peter Lovelock
Moving Light Collection 2019
Number VI

I have to say “Sorry” - twice!!
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My first task in this issue is to make
two apologies. In ArtSpace 51 we
featured the ‘paintbrush camera’ of
Peter Lovelock. Peter contacted me to
say he was not entirely happy with the
editorial reproduction quality of his
unique and fascinating work. By way
of making amends, I am hoping he
will approve of the current rendition
of his remarkable and extraordinary
camera work (Fig. 1 and 2).
Similarly, “sorry” that we did
not correctly caption Hilary Roberts’
amusing take in her washing line
photograph. The caption should
have read Visible Panty Line, an
error, which I confessed to Hilary
and others, was due to my lack of
knowledge in such matters! I am
pleased to include here a new image
by Hilary of the recently fully restored
bandstand at the Pump Room
Gardens in Leamington Spa (Fig. 3).

Figure 2. Above:
Peter Lovelock
Moving Light Collection 2019
Number VII

Figure 3. Left:
Hilary Roberts
The Bandstand
(2019) Enhanced Photograph

Namita Panchal
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The boundless enthusiasm of
Namita Panchal
Meeting this new member of
the LSA was quite an amazing
experience. Bubbling over with
enthusiasm and self-confidence,
Namita quickly explains that she is
a landscape artist, poet and digital
painter from India (Figs. 4 & 5).
Currently awaiting the results of
her recently completed MA in
Painting from Coventry University,
I discovered that she joined the LSA
some time ago and immediately
volunteered in order to improve her
skills in curating and interviewing
other artists and gallery visitors.
She also volunteered at North
Leamington School to assist and
to learn the skills required for the
teaching of Art. All of this quite an
undertaking for her limited time in
the UK.
Namita says she is keen to
pursue a career in the ‘Curation’
field now that she has a strong
understanding of how a successful
art exhibition is achieved, from bare
walls to final display.
Namita’s art is in various
media, covering a large number
of styles mingling her love of urban
landscapes from India and her
experiences in England, together
with contemporary abstract art.
She has exhibited in a variety of
places in Coventry, Birmingham,
here at East Lodge and at an art fair
in her hometown in India.
Clearly this is a young woman
with boundless energy who is going
places.

Figure 5. Above:
Namita Panchal
Boundless
(2019) Acrylic on canvas
180 x 120cm

Figure 4. Below:
Namita Panchal
Speaking Tree
(2019) Acrylic on paper
135 x 100cm

Figure 6. Left:
Helen Ballantyne
Leam Morning
(2018) Acrylic on canvas
55 x 55cm

Helen Ballantyne

The simply irresistible landscapes of
Helen Ballantyne

LSA in Focus

Helen, for some time now, has had
a studio at East Lodge and has
recently become an LSA trustee and
serious volunteer. Come and see her
work and you will find landscapes
and waterscapes of fine art by a truly
professional artist. The subjects
are generally from Helen’s personal
experience and contain bright vibrant
colours and superb detail, particularly
of water - a common theme
(Figs. 6, 7 & 8).
Helen says her interest and
passion for art began at school,
but she fell in love with bold colours,
particularly the mix of warm and
cool colour combinations, from a
visit to an exhibition of Cezanne
whilst living in the USA. She
explains that she was truly moved
by the extraordinary effect that these
magnificent paintings had upon her.
Later, having moved to Spain,
Helen joined an art group where she
learned how to paint in watercolour.
After arriving in Leamington, she
joined yet another art group at
the Warwickshire College School
of Art and took courses in both
painting and ceramics (tutors Neil
Moore and James Fotheringhame).
However, painting won the day over
ceramics and she continued her
learning at the Newlyn Art School
(tutors Anthony Garratt and Jack
Davis) and at the Derbyshire Peak
District under Lewis Noble.
Now she says, “I am very
fortunate to have a studio at East
Lodge in the beautiful Jephson
Gardens”. East Lodge, and the
members of the LSA are, without
doubt, also most fortunate to
have Helen Ballantyne and her
magnificent paintings in residence.
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Figure 7. Middle:
Helen Ballantyne
Welches Meadow
(2019) Acrylic on board
55 x 55cm
Figure 8. Left:
Helen Ballantyne
Praia de Caroeiro
(2019) Acrylic on board
70 x 50cm

Alastair Gamble
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The comforting, suburban
compositions of Alastair Gamble
I smiled when I first saw Alastair’s
paintings on show at East Lodge
(Figs. 9 & 10). Having admired
the great American artist Edward
Hopper for some time, I felt I had
found a friend. Alastair’s paintings
felt familiar and comfortable.
On show were his simple and
attractive interiors, mainly suburban,
as well as his superb landscape works
including Fornells Bay Beauty
(Fig. 11). His works are reminiscent
of Hopper’s style, full of authentic
colours and detail, only without that
familiar American look.

Figure 10. Above:
Alastair Gamble
Faux Lilies
(2018) Oil on canvas
51 x 69cm

Figure 11. Right:
Alastair Gamble
Fornells Bay Beauty
(2019) Oil on canvas
74 x 56cm

Alastair was educated in
architectural design and worked for
five years at Warwick University as
the in-house university architect.
This may well explain his subject
matter but as he says, unlike
architecture, he likes to be fine
and delicate yet fluid at times and
unhindered by rigidly straight lines
or vanishing points. He is also keen
to create an atmosphere of mystery
in his paintings, allowing the viewer
to question what stories lie beneath
his buildings and their contents.
He confesses to thoroughly enjoy
painting interiors and buildings.
He only introduces people and
animals into his work “where it
enhances the composition and
drama.”

Alastair has used several media in
the past, namely watercolours, oils,
acrylics and gouache, but has now
settled on the medium of oils again.
He now, however, uses water soluble
oils as he believes they create more
authentic looking colours.
There are some amazing and
beautifully crafted pictures on his
website, well worth a look at
www.agtg-art.com

Figure 9. Above right:
Alastair Gamble
Blue Chair
(2019) Oil on canvas
46 x 34cm
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Purposes of the charity
and what we do

Join us and share our passion for art
LSA’s membership embraces artists working at all levels, from talented
professionals to beginners, and in a variety of forms: painters, sculptors,
potters, photographers, textile artists etc. We welcome new members whether
artists or those who are just interested in art. If you would like to become part of
our artistic community and are willing to participate in voluntary activities such
as spending time running a gallery, writing for ArtSpace, helping to organize
events, then please join us. Of course, you can simply do nothing and support
us by becoming a member.

Helen Ballantyne
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LSA in Focus

Leamington Studio Artists exists for the benefit of the local community
by promoting and fostering the interest and appreciation of all forms of the
visual arts in and around Royal Leamington Spa. The Society is committed to
assisting its artist members by encouraging professional practice and
organizing visual art exhibitions, events and other opportunities for the general
public to experience their work. We encourage and support local arts events
and showing our members work at local galleries thus providing access to art
for all.
We also aim to advance the visual arts by providing and managing
personal studio spaces for local artists at a reasonable cost.
We aim to provide educational and gallery space within our organization in
order to persuade local artists of distinction, as well as our own members, to
run arts courses and exhibitions available to all. We publish our highly regarded
journal ArtSpace, the content of which features articles on the work of
individual members, reviews of local exhibitions, book reviews and news about
the art world in general.

LSA Trustees

LSA Members
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Sue Abbott
Emily Ackland
Neil Adcock
Kevin Alexander
Stefany Alibrando Martin
Julianne Allan
Olivia Allan
Eleanor Allitt
Matthew Allton
Jonny Ambrose
Ian Antony-Paul
Jane Archer
Art in the Park
Heather Bailey
Isabel Balboa
Elizabeth Ballantine
Helen Ballantyne
Michael Banner
Celia Banner
Paul Batchelor
Marie Batters
Marvene Baxter
Chris Bell
Kathryn Bell
Katia Bellini
Sue Bent
Lizzie Bentley
Jenny Bettany
Francis Bettany
Amy Birch
Glenys Bishop
Cathy Black
Ella Black
Meryl Blake
Irene Bliss
John Boden
Emma Boehmer
Carolyn Bonthrone
Julija Boulton
Lorna Bowden
Clifford Brigden
Nigel Briggs
Soner Britton
Helen Brookes
Mandy Bryan
Sonia Bublaitis
Gabriel Buca
Jacky Buckingham
Gillian Buick
Jan Bunyan
Soolie Burke
Rosy Burman
James Callaghan
Marie Calvert
Tony Cartwright
Paul Carvalho
Roger Chamley
Jenny Chan
Dave Chantrey
Alison Chantrey
Guy Chapman
Kay Chapman
Janet Cheary
Soonoo Choksey
Alan Clark
Douglas Clarkson
Susan Clifford
Nathaniel Coalson

Ruth Coalson
Vanessa Cooper
Jasmin Coutts
Coventry & Warwickshire
Society of Artists
Ben Cowan
Angela Cox
Caroline Craven
Charlotte Craven
Edward Creyton
Lucy Crowley
Simon Cunliffe
Robert Cunliffe
Helen Cunliffe
Brenda Currigan
Laurence Curtis
Phyllis Davies
Diana Davies
Rhianna Davies-McCrorie
Derrick De Faye
Alexandra De Haro Charles
Julian De Mortimer-Griffin
Melanie Dearing
John Devane
Garima Dhawan
Irina Dinev
Tony Dobson
Ann Dobson
Christine Doherty
Janet Dornan
Rachel Doughty
Alan Dyer
Stephen Earle
Vicki Easterby
Ross Easterby
Evie Easterby
David Eaves
June Eaves
Brian Edden
Ryan Edden
D.E. Eden
Amanda Edney
Jackie Edwards
Clive Engwell
Robert Ennis
Mo Enright
Julia Essex
Barrie Etter
Penny Evans
Andy Farr
Anita Farrell
Annie Fenton
Fleur Finch
Mo Finnesey
Jo Fogg
Karen Ford
Vincent Ford
Ann Forrester
Caroline Fraser
Michael Fraser
Chris Freegard-Elmes
Wendy Freeman
Rosemary Frith
Linda Frost
Cristina Galalae
Patricia Gallagher
Alastair Gamble
Janette George

Carolyn Gifford
Helena Godwin
Jo Goode
Carol Gordon
Lynne Gougeon
Luiza Grabda-Pawluc
Martin Grant
Dianne Greenway
David Haedicke
Clive Hanley
Janet Hanley
Laura Hanley
Ingrid Hart
Amanda Hartland
Beverley Healy
Claire Henley
Emily Hero
Jacqueline Hillier
Brenda Hillier
Christine Hodges
Patricia Hollis
Catherine Holmes
Christine Holt
Sarah Horne
Stevie Horton
Meurig Hughes
Ruth Hughes
Paul Ingvar
Kim Ingvar
Gillian Irving
Rose Jardine
Robert Jenkins
Peter Jewel
Chris Jones
Jennifer Jones
Paul Joyner
Nick Kaijaks
Eleanor Kaijaks
Jessica Kaijaks
Ros Kaijaks
Palvinder Kalsi
Paulina Kalwarska
Bryan Kelly
Melissa Keskinkilinc
Usha Khosla
Heidi Kind
Esther Kinnersley
Eric Klein Velderman
Edith Kovacs
Alison Lambert
Robert Lavers
Julie Law
Sue Law
Andrew Lawrence
David Lewis
Anthony Leydon
Angus Liddell
Rachel Liddell
Jill Lloyd
Nicola Lloyd-Evans
Nicholas Logan
Alison Longwill
Peter Lovelock
Philip Luckhurst
Len Mackin
Anne Malin
Lis Mann
Noreen Mason

Kay Matthews
Ian Mattingly
Nicole Mays
Patrick McConville
Jim McGuigan
Patrick McHale
Charlotte McNicholas
Lynne McQuade
Dennis McWilliams
Fiona Metcalfe
Georgina Middleton
Sheila Millward
Elliot Minor
Antoine Mitchell
David Mitchell
Carole Mockford
Hayley Molesworth
Sarah Moore
Nivaria Morales
Sueli Moreton
Yvonne Morris
Virginia Murphy
John Murphy
Grace Newman
Anna O’Doherty
Christine O’Sullivan
Gurpreet Palaha
Namita Panchal
Karen Parker
Kevin Parrish
Jay Partridge
Chris Partridge
Claire Partridge
Mike Patrick
Martin Peach
David Phillips
Anna Phillips
Neil Phillips
Jenny Phillips
Kim Philpotts
Ricky Piggott
Giuseppe Pittarello
Edward Pittarello
Archie Pitts
Marianne Pitts
Veronika Pock
Gabriele Polizzi
Rosemary Preen
Colin Purdy
Alex Purse
Alan Ranger
Soniya Rao
Cathy Renken
Sophie Renken
Mark Robbins
Hilary Roberts
Peter Roberts
Julie Robinson
Yvonne Rogers
Janet Rose
Olga Rudenko
Alysia Russell
Lorraine Sadler
Mary Sylvie Sarabia
Roger Sargent
Linda Scannell
Julia Scholder
Anna Scholder-Harper

Nick Seale
Clari Searle
John Seely
Elizabeth Seely
Gillian Shadbolt
Hazel Shaw
Gail Sheppard
Ray Shields
Robert Shuttleworth
Audrey Sibert
Anya Simmons
John Simpson
Vikram Singh
Maria Smith
Patricia Smith
John Smith
Jo Smith
Jacqui Smithson
Annette Smyth
Graham Snape
Sue Southorn
Ray Spence
Anastasia Stacey
Elina Steinbergs
Jonathan Stiff
Uthaya Swoboda
Mary Thomas
Ray Thomas
Stephen Thornton
Mark Tilley
Stacey Tomkinson
Silvena Toncheva
Elizabeth Townsend
Jonathan Treadwell
Suminder Treadwell
David Troughton
Janet Tryner
Emily Tudge
Paul Tyler
Charanjit Uppal
Nancy Upshall
Ivan Vasilec
Dominica Vaughan
Helena Verrill
Warwickshire Open Studios
Janet Watson
Chris Watts
Joseph Watts
Lynnette Weaver
Edith Whatling
Ian White
Ruth Whitington
Christine Wilkinson
Cherry Williams
Heather Wilson
Liberty Wilson
Bruce Wilton
Anna Wouters
Julia Yarrow
John Yeadon
Richard Yeomans
Ann Yeomans
Josephine Young
Andrzej Zawadzki

piece by Ursula Westwood (student) www.ursulawestwood.com

We offer a wide variety of full and part time courses in the creative arts
Part time and leisure courses include:
Art Therapy
Adobe Creative Suite and Interactive Media
Ceramics
Fine Art
Furniture Workshops and Woodturning
Glass & Jewellery
Interiors
Life Drawing & Painting and Drawing
Photography
Sewing, Dressmaking, Textiles, Creative Workshops
Upholstery and Soft Furnishings
Call us on: 01926 318233 or visit warwickshire.ac.uk to find out more

What’s on at East Lodge
East Lodge is open
Wednesday to Sunday

8th January - 2nd February
Garima Dhawan (Printmaker) - Forest Bathing
Helena Verrill - Circles and Straight Lines
(Origami and geometric paintings)

10am–5pm
Summer months

5th February - 1st March
North Leamington School - Inspired by Blooms

10am–4pm
Autumn/Winter

4th - 29th March
Paulina Kalwarska - y dough
Distillation - new works by Elizabeth Townsend
1st - 26th April
Kay Matthews - Print Creator
(Photography, linocut and handmade books)
John Seely - Every Picture Tells a Story
(Abstract photography)
29th April - 24th May
Gill Buick - A Colourful Life
Ian Mattingly - Time and Tide (Watercolour and mixed media land and seascapes)
Gabriele Polizzi - GaPo (Abstract Paintings)
27th May - 14th June
LSA Annual Open Photography & Digital Image Exhibition
LSA Annual Open Sculpture & 3D Exhibition
20th June - 5th July
The Art Pool - Spiritual Art
(work by Caroline Fraser,
Lynne Gougeon, Helen Ballantyne,
Jane Archer and Sonia Bublaitis)

Contact eastlodgemanager@lsa-artists.org
or 01926 831723

Further details are at lsa-artist.org/events/
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